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Why Growth Mindset Matters for Successful Change Initiatives 
 

By Andie Wafzig 
 

As discussed in the above article, Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is the self and social awareness of feelings and 
attitudes and your ability to positively influence both.  As we peel back the layers of EQ, we find that 
individual mindset plays a big role in determining the success of a change initiative. 
 
Particularly, a growth mindset, as opposed to a fixed one, can help individuals move more fluidly through 
change, as well as help leaders inspire teams to embrace change.   
 
Take the following example of a change initiative and the impact a fixed versus growth mindset had on the 
outcome: 
 

Beth and Kelly were both HR business partners in a mid-sized chemicals company.  Recently, 
company leadership had decided to implement a new enterprise resource planning (ERP) system 
that would transform their HR department from being dependent on paper records and informal 
talent management to digitally-managing all employee records, including formally documenting 
talent and performance management.   

 
Neither Beth nor Kelly had prior experience in using technology to enable their jobs and both had 
some apprehension about the upcoming change.   

 
After leadership shared an overview of the technology and how it would be used to enable their 
roles as HR business partners, Beth and Kelly came away with two very different perspectives.   

 
Beth’s Fixed Mindset: 
Beth’s initial reaction was to look for a new job.  She was not a ‘tech person’.  She couldn’t possibly 
learn how to translate what she does now into a piece of software.  She had spent her career 
honing her skills in HR, not IT.  Even if she went to the training they offered, could she really get 
used to doing her job that way?   

 
Kelly’s Growth Mindset: 
Kelly’s reaction was to see this as an opportunity to learn a new skill set.  She was not a ‘tech 
person’, but she figured that if the company would train her, she would give it a shot.  She had 
spent her career honing her skills in HR and though there would certainly be a learning-curve in 
understanding the new software, she thought it may lead to spending more time on the true HR-
related tasks she enjoys, like employee relations and less time on the administrative work.  She also 
thought that in a worst-case scenario, if she didn’t end up enjoying her new role as much as her 
current one, she would have another skill to market in a future job search.   
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Despite both Beth and Kelly coming into the change in the same role and with similar career backgrounds, 
Kelly ended up embracing the change and leading her fellow HR business partners through it, thanks to her 
growth mindset.  Rather than seeing the change as an obstacle, she chose to see it as an opportunity for 
further development.  Those are key tenets of a growth mindset.    
 
And finally, you may be surprised to hear what happened with Beth.  Did she end up leaving the 
organization?  No!  Despite Beth perceiving her abilities as fixed, unable to learn the new technology, she 
didn’t realize that she had this personal opinion of herself.  When she voiced her fears to project leaders, 
they empathized with Beth’s apprehension and spent time understanding what worried her most regarding 
the upcoming change.  Through increased communication and training, Beth came to realize that she could 
learn the new tech and her company would continue to support her through the transition.   
 
In summary, not only does having a growth mindset more positively impact change initiatives, but for 
leadership, identifying and empathizing with fixed mindset and knowing that it can be changed is also of 
critical importance.   
 
 


